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Executive summary

Progress since Admission on 9 February 2018
What we said……

What we’ve delivered……

Rapidly expand agent base

Agent branches under listing contracts up
from 5,500 to over 12,500

Increase marketing spend to drive
website traffic and leads to agents

Increased digital, TV, radio and outdoor
spend, with more than 4x monthly visits
and 7x leads in January 2019 compared
with February 2018

Invest in the team to deliver enhanced
customer services and a premier
search experience for consumers

Sales team up from 23 to 78, with
recruitment ongoing, and IT team up from
21 to 55 to support growth and develop new
products

Strong first year delivering our transformational growth strategy following
Admission and significant capital raise
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Strategy and performance delivery
update

High Street agency by firm size
1-19

OnTheMarket has over
75% of offices in this
segment

20-124

6%

125-399

Corporates

9%

6%

78%
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Source: Company data

Portals – agent offices
US Private
Equity 100%

1,000

2,000

70% owned by over
2,000 agent firms

35M new shares to
issue to new agents
committing long term

Institutional
shareholders 100%
1,000

2,000
UK residential property stock
of OnTheMarket is now:
over 80% of Zoopla’s
over 60% of Rightmove’s
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12,264

12,500

ZPG

OTM

14,585

RMV

Source: Rightmove/ZPG data from their most recent published regulatory statements. Hybrids/off high street estimated.
Zoopla property stock taken from its public website at 31 January 2019

Both Zoopla’s and Rightmove’s
stock numbers include listings
direct from New Homes
Developers, a market which OTM
has yet to address.

13.7

11.9

In September we launched a new
national TV and London outdoor
campaign, highlighting that we get
thousands of new properties each
month before Rightmove or Zoopla

5.7
FEB
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M AR C H

In February 2018, when Admission
occurred, marketing spend was
limited
In March and April, we spent more,
primarily on digital/search marketing.
In May and June, we added TV and
London outdoor activity

17.4

VISITS, MILLIONS

23.5

KPI for Visits: announced progress

AP R I L

SEPT

J AN

In January, we added national radio to
the mix for our strongest ever
marketing campaign

Our marketing strategy is working……leveraging ‘New & exclusive’ …

Double the number of leads
generated in the first 24 hours
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•

Property-seekers get the listing
first from OTM

•

The leads come via OTM

•

Transfers leads from other portals

Source: Company data

…24 hours or more before Rightmove or Zoopla
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Agent co-branding gives local visibility for the brand
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OnTheMarket is rapidly building network effects
More properties + more property-seekers = better conversion to leads (and other
‘goal’ actions)
Between February 2018 and January 2019:
• more than 2.25 x offices listing
• more than 4 x monthly visit traffic
• more than 7 x monthly email + telephone leads
Leads per visit over 75% better
Agent offices getting, on average, over 3 x more leads per month
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Source: Google Analytics; Company data

Agent sentiment is positive on OTM and negative on RMV
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Market Trends

Our entry in 2015 changed the market
Monthly Agent ARPA – indexed

350

‘At its IPO, the Zoopla pitch was that it
would close the ARPA gap vs
Rightmove..
..this hasn’t panned out as OnTheMarket
has disrupted Zoopla.’

300
£359
Agent
ARPA

250

200

Zoopla/DPG
merger
announced

Barclays report following ZPG Capital Markets
Day, 16 September 2016

150
£940
Agent
ARPA

100

50

0

‘Rightmove’s Finance Director came in
to brief our sales team. Management are
fully focused on the current market
opportunity where they believe
£2,500/month ARPA is a realistic
medium/long term goal’
Liberum report, 2 June 2016

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017 2018 H1
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Source: Rightmove and ZPG data taken from their published regulatory statements

Rightmove is still dominant, for now…

Little
switching
…..yet

£ 20.2M per month

‘Rightmove’s Finance Director
came in to brief our sales team.
Management are fully focused
on the current market
opportunity where they believe
£2,500/month ARPA is a
realistic medium/long term goal’

£121.1M for six months to June 2018

Liberum report, 2 June 2016

20,450 Agents+Developers

£ 30.1M operating costs
£ 91.0M operating profit
75% profit margin

£987 Agent+Developer ARPA
- £740 operating profit
- £247 operating costs
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Source: Rightmove data taken from their published regulatory statements

…but the change in the market continues
Portal leads, millions
49.8

47

42.8

29.2

25.2

23

Property-seekers follow
the property stock

43.6

22

23.4
10.4

2014

2015

2016

2017

2017 H1

22
9.8

2018 H1
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Source: Rightmove and ZPG data taken from their published regulatory statements

Was 2015 ‘peak duopoly’?
Average leads per UK residential advertiser per month
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Source: Rightmove and ZPG data taken from their published regulatory statements

2018 H1

Rightmove – less leads for more £s
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Average revenue per UK residential advertiser per month
Average leads per UK residential advertiser per month
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Source: Rightmove data taken from their published regulatory statements

For every £100 of
monthly fees:
2015

27.9 leads

2018 H1 18.1 leads

Conclusions

Transferring value within the portals market…
Between February 2018 and January 2019:
• more than 2.25 x offices listing
• more than 4 x monthly visit traffic
• more than 7 x monthly email + telephone leads
Agent offices getting, on average, over 3 x more leads per month
In contrast, competitor lead generation has fallen
Rightmove’s pricing does not reflect a reduction in value to customers
22

Source: Google Analytics; Company data

Appendix

Post-Admission growth strategy with pro-agent, fair price positioning
More agents

More traffic

- whole of market coverage
- core of committed agents
- rapid build of revenue

Discounted/Free listings

shares) to attract key agents

- agent confidence
- consumer traffic
- brand awareness
More
listings &
revenue

More
leads

to grow agents and properties

Issue equity (up to 36m

Marketing to build

More
agents

Incentives to create

More
traffic

over the first two years

Exclusive content provides
powerful USP (Earlybird)

on long term contracts

Engagement with agents
- so they support the portal
- to empower them to leave others
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Up to £50m marketing

Marketing strategy

1

Continuation of paid search digital
strategy and social media channels

DIGITAL

2
NATIONAL

National brand campaigns: TV and
video on demand advertising

LOCAL

TRAFFIC

Persuade the most
relevant audience to
visit, search on and
engage with the portal

3

LEADS

Generate a high volume
of quality leads for
existing agents

4

AGENTS

Help attract new
property advertisers and
support existing ones



SECONDARY





PRIMARY






SECONDARY
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2



PRIMARY

Deepen expertise in key areas – social
Continued investment in SEO

BRAND
Build awareness,
understanding and
memorability of
OnTheMarket.com

MEDIA

1

OBJECTIVES

Development of local press, outdoor
and radio campaigns

PRIMARY

Targeted local creative advertising
approach

SECONDARY









All underpinned by agents co-branding in office windows, within their branches, on their property advertising and on their websites
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Progress is underpinned by digital marketing success
Focus on search engine optimisation
paying off
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Efficient investment in paid search and
aggregators

Excellent partners, including
Country Life and Facebook
Marketplace

Data table for Rightmove and Zoopla
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Source: Rightmove and ZPG data taken from their published regulatory statements

Substantial growth prospects built upon deliverable strategies

Estate Agents want a challenger to RMV and ZPG

Simple strategy: re-align portal ownership with the agents who provide most of the value and
can provide competitive advantage

OnTheMarket is now an established business and credible brand which is scaling rapidly and
positioned to deliver a viable alternative for property advertisers

Experienced team free to operate commercially with the necessary resources

Success = a market-leading portal group with strong, sustainable and growing profits

A unique opportunity to invest in the disruption of the UK portals market
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